ABSTRACT

The title of this paper is “Error Analysis Students University Of North Sumatra Usage Of Jiu And Cai”. Researcher analyzes the use of adverb, jiu and cai in Chinese sentences. As general students often make errors of using adverbs specially jiu and cai. Students don’t have understanding about when and where to use both adverb jiu and cai. The methodology on the thesis is descriptive method. The result of the analysis is to find out the position, similarly and difference of adverb jiu and cai in Chinese sentences. The main position of adverb jiu is before verb, before or after quantities words, and before or after pronoun/noun. The main position of adverb cai is only before verb, after pronoun/noun, and before or after quantities words. The similarities of jiu and cai show mode. The difference of jiu and cai is in tense. Adverb of jiu used in past, present, and future. But, adverb of cai only used in past or present.
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